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As soon as we have an overview of dishes and drinks for Golden Forest from New York City, we will publish it
here. In the meantime, feel free to take a look at the meal plans in the surrounding area. Or help us by

uploading the meal plan here. What User likes about Golden Forest:
A dying breed one of the last true Chinese spots that does not cost an arm and a leg.If you know what I'm talking

about, you know. There's been a purge recently and fast, cheap Chinese food spots are disappearing. I'm not
going to pay $17 for a chef's combo sesame chicken, thank you.Golden Forest is hanging on and delivers the

OG Chinese food experience you have been yearning for. It's exactly what you want from a pl... read more. What
User doesn't like about Golden Forest:

Ordered chicken wings and pork fried rice from Golden Forest and couldn't believe how tiny the wings were.
Seriously, they looked like baby/mini wings. 1 normal wing. 3 baby wings. Felt totally ripped off for the price I
paid. The rice was okay, but that couldn't save the meal. Can't recommend this place until they fix the portion
sizes. read more. In Golden Forest from New York City, you can enjoy versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine

that's traditionally prepared in a wok, there are also delicious vegetarian menus on the menu.
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Sandwiche�
THE VEGGIE

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

FRIES

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

MEAT

GARLIC

BROCCOLI
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